LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED

MCM  Million Cubic Metre
CDB  Community Development Block
GP   Gram Panchayat
ICMA The Institute of Cost and Management Accountants, England
NABARD National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
ARDB Agriculture and Rural Development Bank
ROCEWL Return on Capital Employed with Land
ROCEWOL Return on Capital Employed without Land
ATOWL Assets Turnover with Land
ATOWOL Assets Turnover without Land
FATOWL Fixed Assets Turnover with Land
FATOWOL Fixed Assets Turnover without Land
CATO  Current Assets Turnover
FP    Fair price
PR    Price realised

LIST OF STANDARD WEIGHTS, AREA AND SYMBOLS USED

100 Kilograms  =  1 Quintal
10 Quintals    =  1 Tonne
2.471052 Acres =  1 Hectare
Σ    =  Summation
σ    =  Standard Deviation
\bar{X} =  Arithmetic Mean
\chi^2 =  Chi-square